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The Beautiful Summer
A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK A BELLETRIST BOOK CLUB PICK For
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fans of The Hours and Fates and Furies, a bold, kaleidoscopic novel intertwining
the lives of three women across three centuries as their stories of sex, power, and
desire finally converge in the present day. Lily is a mother and a daughter. And a
second wife. And a writer, maybe? Or she was going to be, before she had children.
Now, in her rented Brooklyn apartment she’s grappling with her sexual and
intellectual desires, while also trying to manage her roles as a mother and a wife in
2016. Vivian Barr seems to be the perfect political wife, dedicated to helping her
charismatic and ambitious husband find success in Watergate-era Washington D.C.
But one night he demands a humiliating favor, and her refusal to obey changes the
course of her life—along with the lives of others. Esther is a fiercely independent
young woman in ancient Persia, where she and her uncle’s tribe live a tenuous
existence outside the palace walls. When an innocent mistake results in
devastating consequences for her people, she is offered up as a sacrifice to please
the King, in the hopes that she will save them all. In Anna Solomon's The Book of
V., these three characters' riveting stories overlap and ultimately collide,
illuminating how women’s lives have and have not changed over thousands of
years.

Clock Dance
In a series of interconnected short stories, the residents of Old Cranbury,
Connecticut face unseen battles and creeping truths, dreaming the massive
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dreams that each person holds close-- and that hold them close to each other.

The Burgess Boys: A Novel By Elizabeth Strout (Trivia-OnBooks)
A beloved character brings the power of the press to 1920s Butte, Montana, in this
latest from the best storyteller of the West In the winter of 1920, a quirky bequest
draws Morrie Morgan back to Butte, Montana, from a year-long honeymoon with
his bride, Grace. But the mansion bestowed by a former boss upon the itinerant
charmer, who debuted in Doig’s bestselling The Whistling Season, promises to be
less windfall than money pit. And the town itself, with its polyglot army of miners
struggling to extricate themselves from the stranglehold of the ruthless Anaconda
Copper Mining Company, seems—like the couple’s fast-diminishing finances—on
the verge of implosion. These twin dilemmas catapult Morrie into his new career as
editorialist for the Thunder, the fledgling union newspaper that dares to play David
to Anaconda’s Goliath. Amid the clatter of typewriters, the rumble of the printing
presses, and a cast of unforgettable characters, Morrie puts his gift for wordslinging to work. As he pursues victory for the miners, he discovers that he is
enmeshed in a deeply personal battle as well—the struggle to win lasting love for
himself. Brilliantly capturing an America roaring into a new age, Sweet Thunder is
another great tale from a classic American novelist.
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Through A Still Imperfect Lens
From the Man Booker Prize longlisted author of My Name is Lucy Barton ? Isabelle
Goodrow has been living in self-imposed exile with her daughter Amy for fifteen
years. Shamed by her past and her affair with Amy's father, she has submerged
herself in the routine of her dead-end job and her unrequited love for her boss. But
when Amy, frustrated by her quiet and unemotional mother, embarks on an illicit
affair with her maths teacher, the disgrace intensifies the shame Isabelle feels
about her own past. Throughout one long, sweltering summer, as the events of the
small town ebb and flow around them, Amy and Isabelle exist in silent conflict until
a final act leads ultimately to the understanding they both crave.

The Book of V.
Summary of The Burgess Boys by Elizabeth Strout | Conversation Starters A Brief
Look Inside: EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface
of its pages. The characters and their world come alive, and the characters and its
world still live on. Conversation Starters is peppered with questions designed to
bring us beneath the surface of the page and invite us into the world that lives on.
These questions can be used to Create Hours of Conversation: * Promote an
atmosphere of discussion for groups * Foster a deeper understanding of the book *
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Assist in the study of the book, either individually or corporately * Explore unseen
realms of the book as never seen before Disclaimer: This book you are about to
enjoy is an independent resource meant to supplement the original book. If you
have not yet read the original book, we encourage to do before purchasing this
unofficial Conversation Starters.

Olive Kitteridge
The award-winning author of The Yellow Birdsreturns with an extraordinary debut
poetry collection. National Book Award finalist, Iraq war veteran, novelist and poet
Kevin Powers creates a deeply affecting portrait of a life shaped by war. Letter
Composed During a Lull in the Fighting captures the many moments that comprise
a soldier's life: driving down the Texas highway; waiting for the unknown in the dry
Iraq heat; writing a love letter; listening to a mother recount her dreams. Written
with evocative language and discernment, Powers's poetry strives to make sense
of the war and its echoes through human experience. Just as The Yellow Birds was
hailed as the "first literary masterpiece produced by the Iraq war," this collection
will make its mark as a powerful, enduring work (Los Angeles Times).

Letter Composed During a Lull in the Fighting
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The Best American Short Stories 2013
From the Man Booker Prize Longlisted author of My Name is Lucy Barton Katherine
is only five-years-old. Struck dumb with grief at her mother's death, it is down to
her father, the heartbroken minister Tyler Caskey, to bring his daughter out of
silence she has observed in the wake of the family's tragedy. But Tyler Caskey is
barely surviving himself. His cold, church-assigned home is colder still since
Lauren's death, and he struggles to find the right words for his sermons; struggles
to be a leader to his congregation when he himself is lost. When Katherine's
schoolteacher calls to discuss his daughter's anti-social behaviour, it sparks a chain
of events that begins to tear down Tyler's defences. The small-town rumour-mill
has much to make of Katherine's odd behaviour, and even more to say about
Tyler's relationship with his housekeeper, Connie Hatch. And in Tyler's darkest
hour, a startling discovery will test his congregation's humanity - and his own will
to endure the kinds of trials that sooner or later test us all. From the Orange Prizeshortlisted author of Amy & Isabelle, this is a startlingly beautiful novel about love
and abandonment, faith and hypocrisy; and the peril of family secrets…

The Steady Running of the Hour
Peter Farrelly's story "The Saturday Night Before Easter Sunday" has been
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nominated for an Edgar Award for Best Short Story! Named a Favorite Book of
2015 by Scott MacKay at Rhode Island Public Radio "Even Providence's signature
public art has a dark side in Providence Noir (Akashic), which includes a story
called 'WaterFire's Smell Tonight' by Pablo Rodriguez. Each tale in this anthology
edited by Ann Hood is set in a different part of the city. Pulitzer Prize winner
Elizabeth Strout's story takes place at Trinity Repertory Company. Thomas Cobb,
whose novel Crazy Heart was made into a movie with Jeff Bridges, tees up at
Triggs Memorial Golf Course, and Dumb and Dumber co-writer and co-director
Peter Farrelly, a graduate of Providence College, sets his story in the Elmhurst
neighborhood, near his old college stomping grounds." --Boston Globe "Providence,
of course, has a history of crime, the mob, corruption and other goodies. In this
collection of 15 storieswe are given a darkly hued tour of the city in all its nooks
and crannies by such excellent writers as Hood herself, John Searles, Bruce
DeSilva, Peter Farrelly, Elizabeth Strout, Hester Kaplan and others, each with their
own style, tone and sly approach that will keep you reading, waiting for the sudden
murder, the end of troubled relationships, the discovery of bones.[A] wonderful
collection." --Providence Journal Akashic Books continues its groundbreaking series
of original noir anthologies, launched in 2004 with Brooklyn Noir. Each story is set
in a distinct neighborhood or location within the city of the book. Featuring brandnew stories by: John Searles, Elizabeth Strout, Taylor M. Polites, Hester Kaplan,
Robert Leuci, Amity Gaige, Peter Farrelly, Pablo Rodriguez, Bruce DeSilva, Marie
Myung-Ok Lee, Luanne Rice, Dawn Raffel, Thomas Cobb, LaShonda Katrice Barnett,
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and Ann Hood. Anyone who has spent time in Providence, Rhode Island, knows that
lurking in the shadows are many sinister noir elements and characters. The city is
ripe for this volume, and Akashic is proud to have recruited the amazing Ann Hood
as editor. The impressive contributor list conveys the caliber of Providence Noir,
which joins Cape Cod Noir, Boston Noir, and Boston Noir 2: The Classics in
sketching a dark and alternative portrait of these New England locales. From the
introduction by Ann Hood: "Providence was founded in 1636 by a rogue named
Roger Williams. Williams escaped here when Massachusetts was ready to deport
him back to England. In the almost four hundred years since, we've become
infamous for all sorts of crimes and misdemeanors, including serving as home base
for the Patriarca crime family for decades. My very own Uncle Eddie--I can hear
Mama Rose screaming at me: 'He wasn't a blood relative! He was related through
marriage!'--was gunned down in the Silver Lake section of town in 1964, just a year
after he drove me in his white Cadillac convertible in a parade as the newly
crowned Little Miss Natick. The writer Geoffrey Wolff told me that once he went to
a barber in Princeton, New Jersey and the barber asked him where he was from.
'Providence,' Wolff told him. The barber put down his scissors, raised his hands in
the air, and said, 'Providence? Don't shoot!' "I've asked fourteen of my favorite
writers to contribute short stories to Providence Noir. We have stories to make you
shiver, stories to make you think, stories that will show you my beautiful, noirish
city in a way it’s never been highlighted before."
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Someone
NATIONAL BEST SELLER • TOP TEN BOOK OF THE YEAR FOR USA TODAY • ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: O Magazine, Christian Science Monitor,
Minneapolis Star-Tribune, The Times (London) A charming new novel of selfdiscovery and second chances from the best-selling, Pulitzer Prize-winning author
of A Spool of Blue Thread. Willa Drake can count on one hand the defining
moments of her life. In 1967, she is a schoolgirl coping with her mother's sudden
disappearance. In 1977, she is a college coed considering a marriage proposal. In
1997, she is a young widow trying to piece her life back together. And in 2017, she
yearns to be a grandmother but isn't sure she ever will be. Then, one day, Willa
receives a startling phone call from a stranger. Without fully understanding why,
she flies across the country to Baltimore to look after a young woman she's never
met, her nine-year-old daughter, and their dog, Airplane. This impulsive decision
will lead Willa into uncharted territory--surrounded by eccentric neighbors who
treat each other like family, she finds solace and fulfillment in unexpected places.
A bewitching novel of hope and transformation, Clock Dance gives us Anne Tyler at
the height of her powers.

Back When We Were Grownups
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A New York Times Best Seller A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice Betty
Weissmann has just been dumped by her husband of forty-eight years. Exiled from
her elegant New York apartment by her husband's mistress, she and her two
middle-aged daughters, Miranda and Annie, regroup in a run-down Westport,
Connecticut, beach cottage. In Schine's playful and devoted homage to Jane
Austen's Sense and Sensibility, the impulsive sister is Miranda, a literary agent
entangled in a series of scandals, and the more pragmatic sister is Annie, a library
director, who feels compelled to move in and watch over her capricious mother
and sister. Schine's witty, wonderful novel The Three Weissmanns of Westport "is
simply full of pleasure: the pleasure of reading, the pleasure of Austen, and the
pleasure that the characters so rightly and humorously pursue.An absolute
triumph" (The Cleveland Plain Dealer).

Providence Noir
An enlightening introduction to Minnesota's Somalis, who have adjusted to a new
climate, new language, and new culture in a region wholly different from their
homeland.

The Burgess Boys: A Novel by Elizabeth Strout | Conversation
Starters
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A young man's life and character are examined through a series of interconnected
stories about the residents of the small town of Winesburg, Ohio. Through his
childhood, to his coming of age, to his decision to leave the town in which he was
born, George Willard finds his life indelibly marked by the shared experiences of
his friends and neighbours. Believed to be based on author Sherwood Anderson's
own experiences growing up in a small town, Winesburg, Ohio is today recognized
as one of the first works of modernist literature. Be it mystery, romance, drama,
comedy, politics, or history, great literature stands the test of time. ClassicJoe
proudly brings literary classics to today's digital readers, connecting those who
love to read with authors whose work continues to get people talking. Look for
other fiction and non-fiction classics from ClassicJoe.

The Three Weissmanns of Westport
In News from Heaven, Jennifer Haigh—bestselling author of Faith and The
Condition—returns to the territory of her acclaimed novel Baker Towers with a
collection of short stories set in and around the fictionalized coal-mining town of
Bakerton, Pennsylvania. Exploring themes of restlessness, regret, redemption and
acceptance, Jennifer Haigh depicts men and women of different generations
shaped by dreams and haunted by disappointments. Janet Maslin of the New York
Times has called Haigh's Bakerton stories "utterly, entrancingly alive on the page,"
comparable to Richard Russo's Empire Falls.
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Anything is Possible
“With each new book by Tessa Hadley, I grow more convinced that she’s one of the
greatest stylists alive.”—Ron Charles, Washington Post New York Times Book
Review Editors' Choice |A Parnassus First Editions Club Pick | Powell’s
Indispensable Book Club Pick | A Washington Post Notable Book | A Slate Best Book
of the Year | A Bookpage Best Book of the Year The lives of two close-knit couples
are irrevocably changed by an untimely death in the latest from Tessa Hadley, the
acclaimed novelist and short story master who “recruits admirers with each book”
(Hilary Mantel). Alexandr and Christine and Zachary and Lydia have been friends
since they first met in their twenties. Thirty years later, Alex and Christine are
spending a leisurely summer’s evening at home when they receive a call from a
distraught Lydia: she is at the hospital. Zach is dead. In the wake of this profound
loss, the three friends find themselves unmoored; all agree that Zach, with his
generous, grounded spirit, was the irreplaceable one they couldn’t afford to lose.
Inconsolable, Lydia moves in with Alex and Christine. But instead of loss bringing
them closer, the three of them find over the following months that it warps their
relationships, as old entanglements and grievances rise from the past, and love
and sorrow give way to anger and bitterness. Late in the Day explores the complex
webs at the center of our most intimate relationships, to expose how, beneath the
seemingly dependable arrangements we make for our lives, lie infinite alternate
configurations. Ingeniously moving between past and present and through the
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intricacies of her characters’ thoughts and interactions, Tessa Hadley once again
“crystallizes the atmosphere of ordinary life in prose somehow miraculous and
natural” (Washington Post).

The Wonder Garden
A fully realized portrait of one woman's life in all its complexity, by the National
Book Award–winning author An ordinary life—its sharp pains and unexpected joys,
its bursts of clarity and moments of confusion—lived by an ordinary woman: this is
the subject of Someone, Alice McDermott's extraordinary return, seven years after
the publication of After This. Scattered recollections—of childhood, adolescence,
motherhood, old age—come together in this transformative narrative, stitched into
a vibrant whole by McDermott's deft, lyrical voice. Our first glimpse of Marie is as a
child: a girl in glasses waiting on a Brooklyn stoop for her beloved father to come
home from work. A seemingly innocuous encounter with a young woman named
Pegeen sets the bittersweet tone of this remarkable novel. Pegeen describes
herself as an "amadan," a fool; indeed, soon after her chat with Marie, Pegeen
tumbles down her own basement stairs. The magic of McDermott's novel lies in
how it reveals us all as fools for this or that, in one way or another. Marie's first
heartbreak and her eventual marriage; her brother's brief stint as a Catholic priest,
subsequent loss of faith, and eventual breakdown; the Second World War; her
parents' deaths; the births and lives of Marie's children; the changing world of her
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Irish-American enclave in Brooklyn—McDermott sketches all of it with sympathy
and insight. This is a novel that speaks of life as it is daily lived; a crowning
achievement by one of the finest American writers at work today. A Publishers
Weekly Best Fiction Book of the Year A Kirkus Reviews Best Fiction Book of 2013 A
New York Times Notable Book of 2013 A Washington Post Notable Fiction Book of
2013 An NPR Best Book of 2013

This Book Is Overdue!
After sixty years of living in the upstate New York town of Thomaston, Louis
Charles and his wife of forty years, Sarah, prepare for a trip to Italy to visit Louis'
childhood friend, an artist who had fled his hometown many years earlier.

Summary of the Burgess Boys by Elizabeth Strout Conversation Starters
'An astonishing portrait of an innocent on the verge of discovering the cruelties of
love there are whispers here of the future work of Elena Ferrante' Elizabeth Strout,
from the introduction 'Life was a perpetual holiday in those days' It's the height of
summer in 1930s Italy and sixteen-year-old Ginia is desperate for adventure. So
begins a fateful friendship with Amelia, a stylish and sophisticated artist's model
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who envelops her in a dazzling new world of bohemian artists and intoxicating
freedom. Under the spell of her new friends, Ginia soon falls in love with Guido, an
enigmatic young painter. It's the start of a desperate love affair, charged with false
hope and overwhelming passion - destined to last no longer than the course of a
summer. The Beautiful Summer is a gorgeous coming-of-age tale of lost innocence
and first love, by one of Italy's greatest writers. 'Pavese, to me, is a constant
source of inspiration' Jhumpa Lahiri 'One of the few essential novelists of the midtwentieth century' Susan Sontag '[Pavese writes books of] extraordinary depth
where one never stops finding new levels, new meaning' Italo Calvino 'For my trip
to Los Angeles, I'm packing The Beautiful Summer, a slender account of love in
1930s Italy' Jessie Burton, bestselling author of The Miniaturist and The Muse

Last Car Over the Sagamore Bridge
In a celebration of libraries and the dedicated people who staff them, the author
argues that librarians are more important than ever, and discusses a new breed of
visionary professionals who use the Web to link people and information.

Chances Are . . .
LONGLISTED for the 2017 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION An urgent,
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essential collection of stories about immigration, broken dreams, Los Angeles gang
members, Latin American families, and other tales of high stakes journeys, from
the award-winning author of War by Candlelight and At Night We Walk in Circles.
Migration. Betrayal. Family secrets. Doomed love. Uncertain futures. In Daniel
Alarcón's hands, these are transformed into deeply human stories with high stakes.
In "The Thousands," people are on the move and forging new paths; hope and
heartbreak abound. A man deals with the fallout of his blind relatives' mysterious
deaths and his father's mental breakdown and incarceration in "The Bridge." A
gang member discovers a way to forgiveness and redemption through the haze of
violence and trauma in "The Ballad of Rocky Rontal." And in the tour de force
novella, "The Auroras", a man severs himself from his old life and seeks to make a
new one in a new city, only to find himself seduced and controlled by a powerful
woman. Richly drawn, full of unforgettable characters, The King is Always Above
the People reveals experiences both unsettling and unknown, and yet eerily
familiar in this new world.

Fight of the Century
"Once upon a time, there was a woman who discovered that she had turned into
the wrong person." So Anne Tyler opens this irresistible new novel. The woman is
Rebecca Davitch, a fifty-three-year-old grandmother. Is she an impostor in her own
life? she asks herself. Is it indeed her own life? Or is it someone else’s? On the
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surface, Beck, as she is known to the Davitch clan, is outgoing, joyous, a natural
celebrator. Giving parties is, after all, her vocation—something she slipped into
even before finishing college, when Joe Davitch spotted her at an engagement
party in his family’s crumbling nineteenth-century Baltimore row house, where
giving parties was the family business. What caught his fancy was that she seemed
to be having such a wonderful time. Soon this large-spirited older man, a divorcé
with three little girls, swept her into his orbit, and before she knew it she was
embracing his extended family plus a child of their own, and hosting endless
parties in the ornate, high-ceilinged rooms of The Open Arms. Now, some thirty
years later, after presiding over a disastrous family picnic, Rebecca is caught unawares by the question of who she really is. How she answers it—how she tries to
recover her girlhood self, that dignified grownup she had once been—is the story
told in this beguiling, funny, and deeply moving novel. As always with Anne Tyler’s
novels, once we enter her world it is hard to leave. But in Back When We Were
Grownups she so sharpens our perceptions and awakens so many untapped
feelings that we come away not only refreshed and delighted, but also infinitely
wiser.

Late in the Day
Trivia-on-Book: The Burgess Boys by Elizabeth Strout You may have read the book,
but not have liked it. You may have liked the book, but not be a fan. You may call
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yourself a fan, but few truly are. Are you? Trivia-on-Books is an independently
curated trivia quiz on the book for readers, students, and fans alike. Whether
you're looking for new materials to the book or would like to take the challenge
yourself and share it with your friends and family for a time of fun, Trivia-on-Books
provides a unique approach that is both insightful and educational! Features You'll
Find Inside: • 30 Multiple choice questions on the book, plots, characters and
author • Insightful commentary to answer every question • Complementary quiz
material for yourself or your reading group • Results provided with scores to
determine "status" Promising quality and value, come grab your copy of Trivia-onBooks!

The Burgess Boys
Here are two sisters: One trades self-respect for a wealthy husband while the other
finds in the pages of a book a kindred spirit who changes her life. The janitor at the
local school has his faith tested in an encounter with an isolated man he has come
to help; a grown daughter longs for mother love even as she comes to accept her
mother's happiness in a foreign country; and the adult Lucy Barton (the heroine of
the author's 2016 novel My name is Lucy Barton) returns to visit her siblings after
seventeen years of absence.
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Attack of the Copula Spiders
{\rtf1\ansi\ansicpg1252\deff0{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil\fcharset0 Arial;}}
\viewkind4\uc1\pard\lang2057\fs18 \fs20 Haunted by the freak accident that killed
their father when they were children, Jim and Bob Burgess escaped from their
Maine hometown of Shirley Falls for New York City as soon as they possibly could.
Jim, a sleek, successful corporate lawyer, has belittled his bighearted brother their
whole lives, and Bob, a legal aid attorney who idolises Jim, has always taken it in
his stride. But their long-standing dynamic is upended when their sister, Susan the sibling who stayed behind - urgently calls them home. Her lonely teenage son,
Zach, has landed himself into a world of trouble, and Susan desperately needs
their help. And so the Burgess brothers return to the landscape of their childhood,
where the long-buried tensions that have shaped and shadowed their relationship
begin to surface in unexpected ways that will change them forever. \fs18 \par }

Winesburg, Ohio
The Burgess Boys: by Elizabeth Strout | Conversation Starters A Brief Look Inside:
EVERY GOOD BOOK CONTAINS A WORLD FAR DEEPER than the surface of its
pages. The characters and their world come alive, and the characters and its world
still live on. Conversation Starters is peppered with questions designed to bring us
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beneath the surface of the page and invite us into the world that lives on. These
questions can be used to Create Hours of Conversation: • Foster a deeper
understanding of the book • Promote an atmosphere of discussion for groups •
Assist in the study of the book, either individually or corporately • Explore unseen
realms of the book as never seen before Disclaimer: This book you are about to
enjoy is an independent resource to supplement the original book, enhancing your
experience of The Burgess Boys. If you have not yet purchased a copy of the
original book, please do before purchasing this unofficial Conversation Starters.

Somalis in Minnesota
A darkly luminous new novel from the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of The Hours
Michael Cunningham's luminous novel begins with a vision. It's November 2004.
Barrett Meeks, having lost love yet again, is walking through Central Park when he
is inspired to look up at the sky; there he sees a pale, translucent light that seems
to regard him in a distinctly godlike way. Barrett doesn't believe in visions—or in
God—but he can't deny what he's seen. At the same time, in the not-quitegentrified Bushwick neighborhood of Brooklyn, Tyler, Barrett's older brother, a
struggling musician, is trying—and failing—to write a wedding song for Beth, his
wife-to-be, who is seriously ill. Tyler is determined to write a song that will be not
merely a sentimental ballad but an enduring expression of love. Barrett, haunted
by the light, turns unexpectedly to religion. Tyler grows increasingly convinced that
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only drugs can release his creative powers. Beth tries to face mortality with as
much courage as she can summon. Cunningham follows the Meeks brothers as
each travels down a different path in his search for transcendence. In subtle, lucid
prose, he demonstrates a profound empathy for his conflicted characters and a
singular understanding of what lies at the core of the human soul. The Snow
Queen, beautiful and heartbreaking, comic and tragic, proves again that
Cunningham is one of the great novelists of his generation.

Birds of a Lesser Paradise
The American Civil Liberties Union partners with award-winning authors Michael
Chabon and Ayelet Waldman in this “forceful, beautifully written” (Associated
Press) collection that brings together many of our greatest living writers, each
contributing an original piece inspired by a historic ACLU case. On January 19,
1920, a small group of idealists and visionaries, including Helen Keller, Jane
Addams, Roger Baldwin, and Crystal Eastman, founded the American Civil Liberties
Union. A century after its creation, the ACLU remains the nation’s premier defender
of the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution. In collaboration with
the ACLU, authors Michael Chabon and Ayelet Waldman have curated an anthology
of essays “full of struggle, emotion, fear, resilience, hope, and triumph” (Los
Angeles Review of Books) about landmark cases in the organization’s one-hundredyear history. Fight of the Century takes you inside the trials and the stories that
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have shaped modern life. Some of the most prominent cases that the ACLU has
been involved in—Brown v. Board of Education, Roe v. Wade, Miranda v.
Arizona—need little introduction. Others you may never even have heard of, yet
their outcomes quietly defined the world we live in now. Familiar or little-known,
each case springs to vivid life in the hands of the acclaimed writers who dive into
the history, narrate their personal experiences, and debate the questions at the
heart of each issue. Hector Tobar introduces us to Ernesto Miranda, the felon
whose wrongful conviction inspired the now-iconic Miranda rights—which the police
would later read to the man suspected of killing him. Yaa Gyasi confronts the
legacy of Brown v. Board of Education, in which the ACLU submitted a friend of- thecourt brief questioning why a nation that has sent men to the moon still has public
schools so unequal that they may as well be on different planets. True to the
ACLU’s spirit of principled dissent, Scott Turow offers a blistering critique of the
ACLU’s stance on campaign finance. These powerful stories, along with essays
from Neil Gaiman, Meg Wolitzer, Salman Rushdie, Ann Patchett, Viet Thanh
Nguyen, Louise Erdrich, George Saunders, and many more, remind us that the
issues the ACLU has engaged over the past one hundred years remain as vital as
ever today, and that we can never take our liberties for granted. Chabon and
Waldman are donating their advance to the ACLU and the contributors are forgoing
payment.

Abide with Me
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"You don’t often get collections, or even anthologies where every story knocks you
out, but I’ve been bewildered in the best way over each one [in The Story Prize] so
far." —Lillian Li, author of Number One Chinese Restaurant This anthology of short
stories marks the fifteenth anniversary of The Story Prize and includes one story
from each of the annual winning collections, beginning with Edwidge Danticat’s
The Dew Breaker and concluding with Elizabeth Strout’s Anything Is Possible. The
founder of The Story Prize, Julie Lindsey, and its director, Larry Dark, created this
award to address the lack of one specifically for collections of stories. Together
they choose three finalists from the previous year’s publications, which are sent to
three judges—an author, a bookseller or librarian, and a critic or editor—who,
independently of one another, relay their choices. The prize is then presented at an
annual celebration in New York, where the finalists read from their books and then
discuss their work with Dark. Excerpts from these interviews—or, in a few cases,
the judges’ citations—introduce each story in the book. The authors chose the
stories included to read at the annual Story Prize event.

A Visit from the Goon Squad
A New York Times-bestselling author and Pulitzer Prize winner continues the life of
her beloved Olive Kitteridge, who struggles to understand not only herself and her
own life but the lives of those around her in the town of Crosby, Maine.
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The Stories of Frederick Busch
"A ravishing collection, full of wisdom, grief, beauty, and especially
surprise."--Anthony Doerr, author of The Shell Collectors Peter Orner zeroes in on
the strange ways our memories define us: A woman's husband dies before their
divorce is finalized; a man runs for governor of Illinois and loses much more than
an election; two brothers play beneath the infamous bridge at Chappaquiddick.
Employing the masterful compression for which he has been widely praised, Orner
presents a kaleidoscope of individual lives viewed in startling, intimate close-up.
Whether writing of Geraldo Rivera's attempt to reveal the contents of Al Capone's
vault or of a father and daughter trying to outrun a hurricane, Orner illuminates
universal themes. In stories that span considerable geographic ground--from
Chicago to Wyoming, from Massachusetts to the Czech Republic--he writes of the
past we can't seem to shake, the losses we can't make up for, and the power of
our stories to help us reclaim what we thought was gone forever.

My Name is Lucy Barton
"Lucy Barton is recovering slowly from what should have been a simple operation.
Her mother, to whom she hasn't spoken for many years, comes to see her and a
simple hospital visit becomes a portal to the most tender relationship of all--the
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one between mother and daughter"--

Olive, Again
“As our vision becomes more global, our storytelling is stretching in many ways.
Stories increasingly change point of view, switch location, and sometimes pack as
much material as a short novel might,” writes guest editor Elizabeth Strout. “It’s
the variety of voices that most indicates the increasing confluence of cultures
involved in making us who we are.” The Best American Short Stories 2013 presents
an impressive diversity of writers who dexterously lead us into their corners of the
world. In “Miss Lora,” Junot Díaz masterfully puts us in the mind of a teenage boy
who throws aside his better sense and pursues an intimate affair with a high school
teacher. Sheila Kohler tackles innocence and abuse as a child wanders away from
her mother, in thrall to a stranger she believes is the “Magic Man.” Kirstin Valdez
Quade’s “Nemecia” depicts the after-effects of a secret, violent family trauma.
Joan Wickersham’s “The Tunnel” is a tragic love story about a mother’s declining
health and her daughter’s helplessness as she struggles to balance her
responsibility to her mother and her own desires. New author Callan Wink’s
“Breatharians” unsettles the reader as a farm boy shoulders a grim chore in the
wake of his parents’ estrangement. “Elizabeth Strout was a wonderful reader, an
author who knows well that the sound of one’s writing is just as important as and
indivisible from the content,” writes series editor Heidi Pitlor. “Here are twenty
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compellingly told, powerfully felt stories about urgent matters with profound
consequences.”

The Snow Queen
A GLOBE & MAIL BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR FOR 2012 “Glover is a master of
narrative structure.” —Wall Street Journal In the tradition of E.M. Forster, John
Gardner, and James Wood, Douglas Glover has produced a book on writing at once
erudite, anecdotal, instructive, and amusing. Attack of the Copula Spiders
represents the accumulated wisdom of a remarkable literary career: novelist, short
story writer, essayist, teacher and mentor, Glover has for decades been asking the
vital questions. How does the way we read influence the way we write? What do
craft books fail to teach aspiring writers about theme, about plot and subplot,
about constructing point of view? How can we maintain drama on the level of the
sentence—and explain drama in the sentences of others? What is the relationship
of form and art? How do you make words live? Whether his subject is Alice Munro,
Cervantes, or the creative writing classroom, Glover’s take is frank and fresh,
demonstrating again and again that graceful writers must first be strong readers.
This collection is a call-to-arms for all lovers of English, and Attack of the Copula
Spiders our best defense against the assaults of a post-literate age. Douglas Glover
is the award-winning author of five story collections, four novels, and two works of
non-fiction. He is currently on the faculty of the Vermont College of Fine Arts MFA
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in Writing program. Praise for Douglas Glover "So sharp, so evocative, that the
reader sees well beyond the tissue of words into the author's poetic grace." - The
New Yorker "Glover invents his own assembly of critical approaches and theories
that is eclectic, personal, scholarly, and smart a direction for future literary
criticism to take." - The Denver Quarterly "A ribald, raunchy wit with a talent for
searing self-investigation." - The Globe and Mail "Knotty, intelligent, often
raucously funny." - Maclean's "Passionately intricate." - The Chicago Tribune
"Darkly humorous, simultaneously restless and relentless." - Kirkus Reviews

The Story Prize
An impossible quest. An epic love story. A mesmerizing debut. In 1924, the English
mountaineer Ashley Walsingham dies attempting to summit Mount Everest, leaving
his fortune to his long-lost lover, Imogen Soames-Andersson—whom he has not
seen in seven years. Ashley’s attorneys search in vain for Imogen, but the estate
remains unclaimed. Nearly eighty years later, new information leads the same law
firm to Tristan Campbell, a young American who could be the estate’s rightful heir.
If Tristan can prove he is Imogen’s descendant, the inheritance will be his. But with
only weeks before Ashley’s trust expires, Tristan must hurry to find the evidence
he needs. From London WWI archives to the battlefields in France to the fjords of
Iceland, Tristan races to piece together the story behind the unclaimed riches: a
reckless love affair pursued only days before Ashley’s deployment to the Western
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Front of the Great War; a desperate trench battle fought by soldiers whose hope is
survival rather than victory; an expedition to the uncharted heights of the world’s
tallest mountain. Following a trail of evidence that stretches to the far edge of
Europe, Tristan becomes consumed by Ashley and Imogen’s story. But as he draws
close to the truth, Tristan realizes he may be seeking something more than an
unclaimed fortune. The Steady Running of the Hour announces the arrival of a
stunningly talented author. Justin Go’s “debut is ambitious in many ways…it
depicts a love that transcends time and disdains convention; and it fluidly moves
between past and present” (Publishers Weekly).

Abide With Me
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • THE EMMY AWARD–WINNING HBO MINISERIES
STARRING FRANCES MCDORMAND, RICHARD JENKINS, AND BILL MURRAY In a voice
more powerful and compassionate than ever before, New York Times bestselling
author Elizabeth Strout binds together thirteen rich, luminous narratives into a
book with the heft of a novel, through the presence of one larger-than-life,
unforgettable character: Olive Kitteridge. At the edge of the continent, Crosby,
Maine, may seem like nowhere, but seen through this brilliant writer’s eyes, it’s in
essence the whole world, and the lives that are lived there are filled with all of the
grand human drama–desire, despair, jealousy, hope, and love. At times stern, at
other times patient, at times perceptive, at other times in sad denial, Olive
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Kitteridge, a retired schoolteacher, deplores the changes in her little town and in
the world at large, but she doesn’t always recognize the changes in those around
her: a lounge musician haunted by a past romance: a former student who has lost
the will to live: Olive’s own adult child, who feels tyrannized by her irrational
sensitivities; and Henry, who finds his loyalty to his marriage both a blessing and a
curse. As the townspeople grapple with their problems, mild and dire, Olive is
brought to a deeper understanding of herself and her life–sometimes painfully, but
always with ruthless honesty. Olive Kitteridge offers profound insights into the
human condition–its conflicts, its tragedies and joys, and the endurance it requires.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR BY People • USA Today • The
Atlantic • The Washington Post Book World • Seattle Post-Intelligencer •
Entertainment Weekly • The Christian Science Monitor • San Francisco Chronicle •
Salon • San Antonio Express-News • Chicago Tribune • The Wall Street Journal
“Perceptive, deeply empathetic . . . Olive is the axis around which these thirteen
complex, relentlessly human narratives spin themselves into Elizabeth Strout’s
unforgettable novel in stories.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “Fiction lovers, remember
this name: Olive Kitteridge. . . . You’ll never forget her. . . . [Elizabeth Strout]
constructs her stories with rich irony and moments of genuine surprise and intense
emotion. . . . Glorious, powerful stuff.”—USA Today BONUS: This edition includes an
excerpt from Elizabeth Strout’s The Burgess Boys.

The King is Always Above the People
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Selected by a Pulitzer Prize winner, this collection of short stories from one of the
greatest American storytellers, capturing single moments in so-called ordinary life,
remind us that we have no idea what goes on behind closed doors. 10,000 first
printing.

Bridge of Sighs
In this novel inspired by Wuthering Heights, a small town bad boy forged by the
fires of Afghanistan returns home, still burning with a romantic obsession nothing
can quench. A small-town bad boy, forged into a man in the fires of Afghanistan,
returns home, still burning with a romantic obsession nothing can quench. As the
fog lifts one morning, a lone soldier is walking home. Who is he? The sleepy,
gossipy town of Hoosick Bridge, Vermont, has forgotten him, but it will soon
remember. He is Roy Murphy, returning to face his violent, complicated reputation.
Returning to Emma Herrick, descendant of Hoosick Bridge’s first family, who
occupies its grandest, now decaying, house: the Heights. Their intense and unlikely
adolescent romance provided scandalous gossip for the town. The young lovers
escaped Hoosick Bridge, but Emma remained Roy’s obsession long after they
parted. Now Roy returns from Afghanistan a changed and extraordinary man who
will stop at nothing to obtain a piece of the Herricks’ legacy.
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Amy & Isabelle
“[Russo’s] first novel in ten years hits the ball out of the park. . . . You’ll lap up this
gripping, wise, and wonderful summer treat.” —The Boston Globe “A cascade of
charm. . . . Russo is an undeniably endearing writer, and chances are this story will
draw you back to the most consequential moments in your own life.”—The
Washington Post One beautiful September day, three men in their late sixties
convene on Martha's Vineyard, friends ever since meeting in college in the sixties.
They couldn't have been more different then, or even today—Lincoln's a
commercial real estate broker, Teddy a tiny-press publisher, and Mickey is a
musician beyond his rockin' age. But each man holds his own secrets, in addition
to the monumental mystery that none of them has ever stopped puzzling over
since a Memorial Day weekend right here on the Vineyard in 1971. Now, forty-five
years later, three lives and that of a significant other are put on displaywhile the
distant past confounds the present ina relentless squall of surprise and discovery.
Shot through with Russo's trademark comedy and humanity, Chances Are . . .
introduces a new level of suspense and menace that will quicken the reader's
heartbeat throughout this absorbing saga.

News from Heaven
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Presents a collection of stories focusing on the moments when bonds with nature
become evident, including the story of a mother and son attempting to reclaim an
African gray parrot and of a population control activist who longs to have a baby.

Sweet Thunder
NATIONAL BESTSELLER National Book Critics Circle Award Winner PEN/Faulkner
Award Finalist A New York Times Book Review Best Book One of the Best Books of
the Year: Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune, The Daily Beast, The Miami Herald, The
Minneapolis Star-Tribune, Newsday, NPR's On Point, O, the Oprah Magazine,
People, Publishers Weekly, Salon, San Francisco Chronicle, Seattle Times, Slate,
Time, The Washington Post, and Village Voice Bennie is an aging former punk
rocker and record executive. Sasha is the passionate, troubled young woman he
employs. Here Jennifer Egan brilliantly reveals their pasts, along with the inner
lives of a host of other characters whose paths intersect with theirs. With music
pulsing on every page, A Visit from the Goon Squad is a startling, exhilarating
novel of self-destruction and redemption.
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